One story has to do with the messages of Fatima, Garabandal and Akita.
A portion of what they have stated to be foretold, in a way not thought possible in the
1950s or 1960s–in particular the state of pedophilia–has come indescribably true. They also
spoke of a wrath from God that comes because of the fall of so many. In the case of Garabandal, we have in center stage Conchita Gonzalez, a seer to an apparition involving the
Blessed Mother, the mother of the Redeemer, Jesus Christ. Actually, it was a series of apparitions, from 1961-1965 and are detailed in the ebook.
In 1966-67, Conchita attended a Catholic school in Burgos. Mother Maria Nieves was
the Superior of the school and was an eyewitness to a very famous statement known internationally and that concerned the end times. It was this Sister who Conchita revealed
something about the last of the popes. She was told, “el ultimo antes del fin de los tiempos
sera Papa Papa y sera muy amante de la Virgen.”
This message in English involves a pope that the girl calls Papa Papa. She had no idea
what that meant. Papa means pope in Spanish.
How can someone be called pope pope? In the history of the papacy, one papal name is
John, ie. Pope John. The papacy has lots of Pope Johns. That name is one pope. Paul is
another name of many other popes in history, and is a famous name for popes. When Cardinal Wojtyla was elected pope in 1978, he chose two names of popes. He chose to be called
Pope John Paul II. But, wasn’t Pope John Paul I, his predecessor, also another pope pope ie.
papa papa?
The actual literal Spanish translation into English is as follows: the last of the popes
before the end of times will be the Pope Pope and he will love the Holy Virgin Mother of God
very much. In other words, it was John Paul II not John Paul I who was and is noted for his
affection for the Blessed Mother.
In essence, John Paul II, according to the statement, will be the last pope before the end
of the times–not John Paul I, and he will have a special devotion to the Blessed Mother
Mary. According to that statement, furthermore, the Pope succeeding John Paul II is to be
part of the end times. This is a forward statement to make and, perhaps many people will try
to dispute that because that signifies there is no more an era before the end times. The jig is
up. Are we in this era? Has the final line been crossed before God will be so angry and the
wrath falls? I have reserved a message in the ebook which may prove the line has been
crossed. Such a statement is not nice, because once crossed: There is no turning back. The
question to ask is what has to end or what constitutes this end? The end of what? The
papacy as a whole? The end of listening to Vatican II? The end of the Catholic Church as we
know it? The end of modern Christianity? AND TO BE REPLACED WITH WHAT?
There is no clear cut answer.

